In Progress: Journey to better living, Physically, and Spiritually

Overview
Originally, the Natural City project was a design packet containing the
information needed to construct the livinsculpture. The overall idea is to view nature as
another citizen who has let use use her space and although we occupy those spaces,
we must still adhere to her rule. This project, speacs to several conversations that are
both related, yet separate, from one another. This packet explains the progress of the

project prior to this year. The reason it is being revisied is for its potentioal in serving
both, a physical, and intellectual function. Currently, research has been collected
however is unorganized. The illustrations for the living sculptures are under way and
results are improving every time regarding the visual quality of each illustration.

The major function of the natural city sculpture, is its ability of to attract naitive
wildlife and recreaate the natural food-chain by first supporting the vegetation. With
the combinations of certain flowers (Desired Specimens Section) and fruits growing from
the clay plating , both man and nature can observe the sculpture over time, until its
demise. As important as its main function, it is also imiportant that this sculpture should

be left alone, and let nature take over its form. The living sculpture is designed as both
a stll monument, and as a performance for the viewer. Once the grand opening of the
sculture has occured, no action should be done towards the sculpture, the wildlife,
vegetation, nor the plot of land the sculpture should be erected. Once there are no signs
to the sculpture, a new one can be built to repeat the same process.

Clay Plates
The plates are thick 1, to 2 inch, clay trays hardened and fired to have the
strength to hold the soil. Having metal wire framing embedded inside the clay, to
reinforce stability, has been considered, but is currently still being debated for the time
being. The Framing would also help support plants after the caly erodes. The plant life
in the tray will use the soil first and then, over time, the clay will serve as a food source

for the vegetation on site. Inside the stem is the pipe water will travel through in the
rainy weather. The tounges that stick up collect water and trickles it to the opening of
the stem where it is then absorbed into the soil. Since the plates are to be stack, to give
shade to the more sensitive plants, the stem will give back the potential of rain water
feeding the plants on each tray.

The illustrations above, are of technical, perspective, and orthographic
drawings. As part of my body of work, I will display these drawings, the list of
materials, the plant life and the life they will attract.

Sockwell Plot

The natural city has already been decided to be erected on a lot next to Sockwell,
by the sofa beds. This is place is located by the parking lot (not labeled on map above)
behind Marteena Hall.

Original view of Natural City Site

Habitat Map
This is a map produced when the original idea was being planed. This map is to
dictate what non-edible plants to put in the plant apartment. These plants attract certain
insects which attract certain birds. A more elaborat map is being produced, containing
as much background information of each plant as possible to make the decisions of
what to put in the trays.

Updates

Figure 1: First of the research notes. This
was the beginning of my reseach into the
philosophy driving Natural and Green
Architecture. Regarding my statement as an
artist, I look into the Mandala, a Budhist
spiritual tool. The concept is to create a
beautiful work of art, only to have it be
wipped away to remind the practitioner two
things: All things are temporal and you
should notbe prideful of your creations.

Figure 2: In this illustration, I look for visual
smbols to combine the mandala concept
with
contemporary
activities
from
humanity. I also look into symbols
resembling human identity. The inner circles
resemble manʼs mind, heart, and
animalistic nature. The five pointed star
resembles the physical body of man. The
six pointe star resembles union of masclinity
and femininity, or both sexes of male and
female.

Contectual and VisualResearch

After working on more of the project, and declaring it as my senior exit, I have
produced better renditions of the previous scuplture, and have reveisited the design and
layout of the sculpture. Reflecting back on ideas regarding green architecture and
societyʼs efforts to become environmentally friendlier, I noticed two philosphiees, from
eastern culture, that relate to the subject; Daoism, and Confucianism. The Industrial
Revolution, and the technological advancements after, have helped, and hurt the

Figure 3: Still working on illustrations. The
visual research of symbols was to make
the layout for the base of the city.

Figure 4: This is the final sketch for the
Mandala Project. The patern of black
squares are where the trays will stand.
The shaded circle is the plotʼs natural
land, seeded with native vines. The dot at
the bottom is the base of a tree on the
plot. The bottom illustrations are 3D forms
of the two philosphies that will be at the
center of the layout. The circle cirscribing
the rest of the star, will be the main base
for the scultpture.

enviroment but is used primarily for humanityʼs wants and needs, I believe are the result
of Confucianismʼs view of “removing the rock” as opposed to Daoismʼs “letting the rock
flow”. Reacting to this, the descision was made to make the sculpture a sacrificial piece
as a suggestive gesture for us to respect nature and regard it as the host, that lets us live
in its home. More will be described in further posts and in my paper.

Second Renditioning

Figure 5: The rendition on the third idea,
“Re-wild our home”

As a recap, I have three ideas of a living sculpture:
1. Architecture for Nature
2. “Re-wild our Home
3. Mandala

These three concepts are the focus of my research project and also the sources which my works
come from. As stated before, these concepts seem to stem primarily from the topic of Daoism v.s.
Confucianism. This is an important project to me, and many others. It solves practical problems
regarding our treatment to nature, satisfies my appreciation of architectual design, and provide
spiritual (and/or philisophical) substance those who view it.
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